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Abstract

A module for soundscape monitoring and vi-
sualizing resource management processes was
extended for presenting clusters, generated by a
novel sound source clustering algorithm. This
algorithm groups multiple sound sources together
into a single representative source, considering
localization errors depending on listener orienta-
tion. Localization errors are visualized for each
cluster using resolution cones. Visualization is
done in runtime and allows understanding and
evaluation of the clustering algorithm.
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1 Introduction

The spatialization resource visualizer is an inspec-
tor for sound objects in the soundscape, a visual
debugger for sound objects in virtual reality en-
vironments. These are sound sources and sinks,
generalization of listener and microphone. Fig-
ure 1 shows on the left side a test scene with
the corresponding sound objects in the visualizer
on the right side. A special case involves virtual
sound sources which do not exist in the virtual
reality environment scene and are generated dur-
ing the clustering process of the spatialization re-

source manager. The set of sound sources can be
selected (using the preference menu) to focus on
all, active, virtual, or ambient sound sources. A
sound source can be displayed using its core range,
which is an ellipsoid representing a zone with max-
imum intensity [BCM97], and its audible range,
shown as a translucent ellipsoid representing the
space in which the source is audible. Between the
two ranges the intensity drops o� according to the
square of the distance. Priority and intensity of
the sound node may be included as text values fac-
ing the user. Di�erent states of a sound node can
be conveyed using color codes for the core range.
The novel clustering algorithm, which groups

sound sources together and represents them us-
ing one representative sound source in case the
localization error is smaller than prede�ned lim-
its depending on listener con�guration relative to
all sound sources is described in [Her99a][Her99b].
The limits are based on average data gathered in
listening experiments [MM90].

2 Visualization

The spatialization resource visualizer [Her98b] is
used to visualize the clustering process. The ap-
plication is the Helical Keyboard [HC96], but this
time the sources are activated interactively. The
number of spatialization channels is restricted to
two. Figure 2 shows 88 sound sources and one
sound sink.
Active sound sources are highlighted. The



Figure 1: Test scene with sound source visualization: left side shows a virtual environment with
graphical objects; right side shows the visualization of the soundscape with three sound sources and
one sound sink for that environment, the translucent spheres represent the audible ranges of the sound
sources, priority and intensity of the sound sources are given as text values

sound sink is presented with an up vector, a front
vector, and a lateral axis, orthogonal to both vec-
tors. This shows the orientation clearly. Addi-
tional labels L and R mark the left and right sides
from the sink perspective. Two sound sources are
active and highlighted in Figure 2. The cluster-
ing process starts only when the limit of available
spatialization channels is hit. As long enough re-
sources are available, no clustering is required.

In Figure 3 three sound sources are requested.
The clustering process starts, �nding two clusters,
one representing two sound sources. The other
contains only one sound source. The representa-
tive sound sources of each cluster are highlighted.
A small tether associates the sound sources in each
cluster with their representative sound source.
The sound sources are within the resolution cone
of the representative sound source. The resolution
cone shape varies depending on azimuth and ele-
vation. The ellipses axes of the cones denote error
in azimuth and elevation.

Four sound sources are requested in Figure 4.
Two clusters, each with two sound sources, are
formed.

Rotation of the sound sink changes the cluster
allocation, as shown in Figure 5, redistributing the

Figure 2: Two sound source are requested



Figure 3: Three sound sources are requested; clus-
tering algorithm becomes active

Figure 4: Four sound sources are requested

four sources into a single cluster. The resolution
cones are listener orientation-dependent. To the
side of a listener, localization errors in elevation
are lower and localization errors in azimuth higher
(see also [Her99a]).

Figure 5: Rotation of the sound sink changes the
cluster allocation

Moving the sound sink closer to the sources in
Figure 6 again changes the cluster distribution.
Three sound sources on the left are in one clus-
ter. Localization errors in azimuth to the front
are small, so that the sound source in the upper
front direction cannot be grouped with the other
requested sound sources.

Moving the sink closer to the sources changes
the number of sound sources which can be clus-
tered. In Figure 7, the clusters get split up after
further movement of the sink close to the sound
sources. This shows that in the near �eld of the
head, clustering does not reduce the number of
required spatialization channels.

In Figure 8, three requested sound sources are
passed. One active sound source is still in front of
the sink. Two sound sources which are now in the
back of the sink get clustered. One cluster must
be processed ambiently.

The side view in Figure 9 shows that the reso-
lution cones to the back of the listener are larger.



Figure 6: Moving closer with the sound sink to all
sound sources

Figure 7: Moving closer again; cones become
smaller; clusters get split up

Figure 8: Besides on sound source, active sound
sources are passed

Figure 9: Side view shows that resolution cones to
the back are larger



3 Implementation

All implementation were done in C++ using
Open Inventor and the Sound Spatialization
Framework[Her98a] which is freely available as bi-
nary distribution. The visualization process takes
computation resources, so that the viewer for the
soundscape were extended to control its own fram-
erate independently from the framerate of the au-
dio rendering process. This framerate can be set
interactively. This allows monitoring without in-
terrupting the main task like application graphics
and audio rendering.

4 Conclusion

Realtime visualization of algorithms and related
data can give an understanding of those and its
performance [FCE+98]. The visualization showed
that the clustering algorithm does not reduce re-
source use (i.e., spatialization channels) in case the
sound sources are relative close to the listener.

5 Future research

Not all parameters important for the clustering
algorithm were visualized. Distance errors and
Doppler e�ects can be visualized in a future im-
plementation.
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